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About This Game

In Mechs V Kaijus you take on the role of the commander of a powerful Mechs squadron. Directly controls the Mech Odin and
manages the squad members. Strategically place towers and traps on the battlefield in tactical mode to create an impenetrable

defense. Use powerful skills and deploy support units, such as tanks and drones, on the combat zone.
Use the technological tree to unlock upgrades, towers and abilities, and use all available resources to save the civilization of the

Kaijus hordes.

Mechs V Kaijus provides an easy to understand but challenging gameplay, a dizzying and highly addictive experience that will
make you feel that the Kaijus will always win. Fans of the Tower Defense genre will find in this game a real challenge in

advanced difficulty levels.
Finalist for best PC game of the 2017 National Video Game Contest (Uruguay) for its art and introduction of innovative

mechanics within the Tower Defense, Mechs V Kaijus genre proposes a very dynamic gameplay where you have to use all the
available arsenal to advance in the campaign.
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Title: Mechs V Kaijus
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
tenacious718
Publisher:
Doble Punch Games
Release Date: 4 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French
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Urgh, I nearlly clicked "recommend", but only because, like me, it might be worth adding another 4p local multiplayer game to
your library if you're collecting them. But only for something a little different, not because it's particularly good.

In the end I decided it's wierd to have a "recommend" and then actually rip it apart in the description. So I changed it to a "don't
recommend" to catch the eye of the devs in hopes they might take on the feedback.

It's main problem is it's just not obvious how to play. You all kind of randomly kill each other over and over and over again, in a
chaotic mess ove over-sized bullets that bounce off the wall and are moving too fast to react to. Half of your deaths are by
shooting yourself. Yes you can eventually get better at it but the fact that everyone's initial game is just random deaths where
you can barely make out what's happening amongst the chaos, is a testimant to how unintuitive the whole thing feels.

By comparison, I use TowerFall in game tournaments at the college I teach at, and people who've never played before quickly
become used to it and really get into it, even people who don't normally play games. It's quite obvious what you're doing - you
can jump on heads, aim and shoot, and re-collect your limited arrows. You can clearly see the cause and effect - everything is a
good size, and a good SPEED, and not cluttered at all (in spite of having 4 players on one screen) and everything important
(aiming, kills, etc.) is broadcast very very clearly.
AND YET it is still very competative, and you can get very skilled at it, and it can be classified as "twitched based gameplay"
(just as Charge Shot does). I have seen some\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665from Towerfall, man. You can get so
good at it.

With Charge Shot, we played it for a good 10 minutes and I still don't feel like I "get" it. I get that you kinda don't want to be
horizontal with anyone, and if you do pass in front, press the shield button and you'll more than likely bounce the shot they fire
at you and kill them. But everything still feels 50-50. Wins don't really feel like wins, just "oh that turned out in my favour
randomly, cool, I guess."

It does come down to the controls a lot;

The jet pack thing feels fairly frustrating, the delay before it sends you upward doesn't seem like you can use it to get out of the
way quickly, and when it does pick up speed, it's so fast you can't really use it effectively and mostly go all the way to the top.
So you kind of just float around, kinda trying not to pass in front of anyone.

The bullets are very big, very fast, and bounce off the wall, so once someone fires in your direction, you're not going to dodge it
- in fact you're likely to kill yourself from your own shot due to the bounce. That's really unintuitive, to fire a weapon which has
such a high chance of killing its owner.

On top of that, each shot has a huge amount of kickback, which added to everything else, is the icing on the cake in really taking
control away from you and feel like you're trying to remote control a toy car on a bed of marbles by pushing it around with a
stick. That's an analogy I just came up with to express the lack of control we felt we had over the characters.

Look, I'm sure the developers really love this game and are "good" at it and have fun with it, otherwise they wouldn't have put so
much polish on it. I just don't feel like it was tested on other people very much. I don't think it's a good idea to make a game that
only you can play, it needs to be acessable as well as being competative and skill based.. Nice free DLC, Gork and Mork would
be pleased. There's a lack of charm to this game. It's graphics are slightly better than Zoo Tycoon 2's, and the models are much
better (with exceptions), but the game overall looks ugly. The backgroung music is annoying and there are some manegement
aspects that are just not cool (why so much complexity for taking care of trees?).

Feels like there isn't much of an identity to this game, the UI is also lackluster and the sound design could be better.

The lack of a grid system also bothers anyoen who likes to make simetrical zoos and have some degree of "OCD" when playing
these games. Sound design is wierd at times.
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Too bad this all feels so unisteresting and complicated, some of the models are really good compered to other games of this
kind, and some animations do look natural.

Another good thing the temperature regulation feature, but the way it hangles other environment aspects of each exhibit. I own
the board game, the great plus you dont have to tidy up afterward.
Excellent adaption, and the AI plays well.
It is missing a couple of the tiles - ie Behemoth... (even on four player pass round, forcing every player into decline asap.)
Still a good adaption, heres hoping the remaining expansions and the missing tiles make it in to the game.. I'd rate this 6.5\/10

Cons:
\u25b7 "Story quests" are kinda lame. Collect this, collect that. Would want a part where you gotta fight this boss or somethin
lol.
\u25b7 Fighting over territory feels useless. I thought when I started that am gonna conquer the whole forest. I dont feel like it
now. Not much rewarding.
\u25b7Possibly rigged "board quests" lol. Hunt 2 squirrels. They suddenly don't exist xD
\u25b7 Could use random events every now and then. Some in-game days just feels repetitive.

Pros:
\u25b7 CATS! Cuddly, lovely, fluffy cats!
\u25b7 Very chill game. I love playing this for 30mins to an hour after a stressful day or after playing an action-pumped game.
\u25b7 Pixelated art always seem cute to me.
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I haven't played much into the game so far, however I will give my first impressions of the game.

Upon opening up there is shown a short story which outlines the plot of the game and a couple of tutorials to get you used to the
controls before placing you in the game. Graphics wise I quite like it and the accompanying music is enjoyable. Getting into the
gameplay I was able to get through the tutorials quite easily but in the main game I found myself struggling a little. However I
should point out that I do not reguarly play puzzle platformers and I'm not quite good when I do play.

While I did struggle personally, I would reccomend it to anyone who is adept at puzzle-platformers.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/qVAd6fEdSec. I am disappointed! I bought the endless tower expansion with the game, but I can't figure out
how to get into it!

Thanks.

Rob

Edit . . . Got further into the game and got to the endless tower. It seems to scale with character level, which is disappointing.
So, floor 1 has higher level enemies the higher level you are. Also, no saves in tower means that I have to keep going 5 levels at
a time. The last time I was in the tower I couldn't rest without constantly getting random encounters! One of my characters
died.. That experience was fantastic!

Some people says you can play Avadon games speratly. I strongly disagree. The 3 games are one, huge story divided in 3 parts.
And the conclusion is really satisfying!

Feels like completing a trilogy of immense novels.

To make a long story short : Avadon : The Black Fortress was a great game, Avadon 2 : The Corruption even better and this one
is definately the best. The same core ideas are there : mission-based railroad within open-ended locations, choices that matters,
relationship with companions that leads toward side-quests and hard choices. Yet, if Avadon 2 was a revisiting of Avadon 1 with
some different skinning, here, with Avadon 3, things are handled a bit differently : all the companions quests are very different
in tone and scope (some are very, very short), the side-quest are more organicaly entwined within the world, and the mechanics
have been updated : the build system for characters had been improved through nice streamlining, and some new features added
some puzzle-solving elements to the to tactical compbats.

I just loved this trilogy. I strongly suggest it to anyone wanting a "litterary experience" to it's gaming, Remind me of Joe Dever's
Lone Wolf gaming books, not for the vibe nor the setting or the the story, but for the "wholeness" of it's rpg story-telling.

Great game!. I normally dont write reviews but... for this game i just had to! Because everybody has to know thats its totally
extremly and absolutly...♥♥♥♥♥♥ Dont buy it. Dont let the shiny graphics, license and comparison with mario kart blind you
into buying this! Why? Because the game mechanics is bad. The team did really a good job on polishing the game. But the
mechanics... for example, if you get hit by an enemy extra, you get a double punishment. Not only for the extra that hit you, but
also your car is broken now and you drive more slowly. You have to drive trough a pit stop (normally around 2-3 on the map)
where you lose AGAIN time to repair your car. If you add the pit stop you get triple punishment... wtf...
It also has no kind of fun mechanics like in sega sonic all star racing or mario kart where you can use your skill to get extra
boosts. Instead you have Kers... and Jump Boots... where you just have the possibility on some occasions by simple button
releasing and pressing to gain an extra boost. Yay again... Please DONT BUY Save your money! I am Sorry for the dev Team,
You did a great job with the game overall, but your game lead designer should buy any nintendo mario kart game to see what
good game design for fun racers is. Thx. This is not a GAME, this is a GAYme
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